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50/50 PARKWAY TREE REPLACEMENT PROGRAM APPLICATION 
 
This program was designed for resident willing to share half of the cost of planting new trees along parkways.  
 
Plantings begin in early to mid-November. Residents seeking participation will receive an acceptance letter 
from the Village in late August with pricing and planting information. 
 
Submit completed applications to cchase@southelgin.com by July 31st to be considered for the fall planting. 
Late applications will not be accepted for this program. 
 
SECTION A:  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Name:  ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:  __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Phone: __________________________________ Cell Phone:  _________________________________ 

Email Address:  _ 

SECTION B:  REASON FOR APPLICATION 

Are you adding a tree to your parkway?        Yes ____           No ____          

Are you replacing a dead tree? *                       Yes ____           No ____ 

*Has the dead tree and/or its stump already been removed by Village crews?    Yes ____           No ____ 

 

SECTION C:  TREE SPECIES SELECTION 
 
Choose from 7 species as follows:   
 
ACCOLADE ELM - This tree has an upright, spreading shape and is fast growing tree with dark green foliage in 
summer and golden yellow in the fall.  This tree creates excellent shade for larger yards or street plantings.  A 
medium to large tree grows up to 50 – 70 feet high with a spread of 40 – 50 feet wide, with a rounded crown.  
 
FRONTIER/TRIUMPH ELM - This tree has an upright, narrow shape with large, lustrous, dark green summer 
foliage that gives way to yellow in the fall.  These trees are easily transplanted, quick to establish and 
adaptable to most soil types. This tree grows 50 to 60 feet tall and 35-40 feet wide.  
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GREENSPIRE LITTLE LEAF LINDEN - This tree has a pyramidal rounded shape with dense foliage making it an 
excellent landscape tree. The leaves are dark green, turning yellow or yellow-green in the fall. Small, fragrant 
yellowish flowers appear in June. This tree can reach a mature height of up to 70 feet tall and 40 feet wide.  
 
HACKBERRY - This tree is a sturdy, tolerant shade tree for parkways, parks & other large areas. Its 
fleshy, purple-brown berries ripen in late summer and persist through winter, which may attract birds 
as a suitable nesting site. This tree can reach a height of 50 to 60 feet and a width of 40 feet. 
 
KENTUCKY COFFEETREE - This tree is picturesque in summer and winter with coarse ascending branches often 
forming a narrow crown. Oval leaflets emerge late in spring, changing from pinkish to a dark, almost blue 
green. This tree will tolerate most conditions and needs full sun. This tree is a slow-grower, but can grow up to 
75 feet high and 45 feet wide.  
 
EXCLAMATION! LONDON PLANETREE - A densely branched, upright pyramidal tree when young, the 
Exclamation! London Planetree develops its attractive exfoliating bark when young. Tolerant of the toughest 
conditions and resistant to disease, it is a terrific choice for a fast growing street tree. This tree may grow up to 
75 feet tall and 45 feet wide.  
 
REDPOINTE RED MAPLE – Beautiful pyramidal maple, narrower than others, making it an excellent large shade 
tree for more compact landscapes, bred for use as a street tree. Dark green, heat-resistant and fresh looking 
foliage all summer turns a brilliant red in early autumn. This tree may grow up to 45 feet tall and 30 feet wide. 
 
 
Qty. _________________         First Choice Tree Species:  _______________________________________________ 
 
Qty. _________________         Second Choice Tree Species:  _____________________________________________ 
 
 
While all efforts will be made to secure your first choice of tree species, the final determination of the species 
planted is determined by availability at the Village’s supplying nursery. The Village will make the determination of 
any alternate species planted if a second choice is not indicated on any application. Applications are filled in the 
order in which they are received by Public Works.  

FOR OFFICIAL USE 
Date Received:_____________________________     Date Approved:__________________________________ 
Fee: _____________________________________      Payment Date: ___________________________________ 
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